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Abstract

Background and aims—Gastric metaplasia is frequently seen in biopsies of the duodenal cap, particularly when inflamed or ulcerated. In its initial manifestation small patches of gastric foveolar cells appear near the tip of a villus. These cells contain periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) positive neutral mucins in contrast with the alcin blue (AB) positive acidic mucins within duodenal goblet cells. Previous investigations have suggested that these PAS positive cells originate either in Brunner's gland ducts or at the base of duodenal crypts and migrate in distinct streams to the upper villus. To investigate the origin of gastric metaplasia in superficial patches, we used the PAS/AB stain to distinguish between neutral and acidic mucins and in addition specific antibodies to immunolocalise foveolar cell mucin MUC5AC, the foveolar cell secretory product, gastric trefoil factor (TFF1), the mature goblet cell mucin MUC2, and MUC2 core antigen.

Results—Cells in focal patches of gastric metaplasia contained secretory granules of both gastric and goblet cell phenotypes. MUC5AC and TFF1 were present as expected in gastric foveolar cells but in addition, MUC2 core antigen, normally present only in the Golgi of intestinal goblet cells, was expressed in secretory granules. Goblet cells in the vicinity of metaplastic patches also expressed both gastric and intestinal antigens. MUC5AC/MUC2 containing goblet cells were most common near the villus tip but were also seen at the base of crypts. Where crypts and Brunner's gland ducts merged they were always seen on the crypt side of the junction. Goblet cells were the only cells to express gastric antigens in these areas. In advanced metaplastic lesions, dual phenotype goblet cells were less evident and fewer cells expressed intestinal mucin antigens.

Conclusions—We suggest that goblet cells that express both intestinal and gastric antigens may represent local precursors of gastric metaplasia undergoing a transition to foveolar-like cells of mixed phenotype at the site of early metaplastic patches. As metaplasia becomes more widespread, a more pure gastric phenotype emerges. This progression is likely to be controlled by local inflammatory signals.
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Gastric metaplasia is characterised by the appearance of clusters of epithelial cells of gastric phenotype in non-gastric epithelium and may occur anywhere in the intestine and colon. In the duodenum it is found in a small percentage of otherwise normal biopsies but is much more frequently seen in association with inflammation. During the past decade the frequent association of duodenal gastric metaplasia with Helicobacter pylori gastritis has been recognised and its potential importance highlighted as a possible starting site for peptic ulceration. Gastric metaplasia has also been reported in Crohn’s disease of the duodenum and non-specific chronic duodenitis.

In the small intestine the earliest manifestation usually occurs as a small island of transformed epithelium on the tip or side of a villous. Metaplastic cells resemble the superficial gastric mucous secreting cell of the antral and gastric pits or foveoli. These cells contain a periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) neutral mucin which contrasts with the alcin blue positive acidic mucins elaborated by intestinal goblet cells. The superficial origin of these cells suggests that they might originate by local transformation of neighbouring cells. Liu and Wright, however, described tight cohorts or migration streams of PAS positive cells that appeared to be derived from Brunner’s gland duct epithelium or from basal buds beginning in the crypts of Lieberkühn. Evidence from the same laboratory, indicating that gastric trefoil factor (TFF1, formerly pS2) protein and mRNA were expressed in both gastric metaplasia and Brunner’s duct cells also suggested that metaplastic cells might originate in Brunner’s gland ducts. Rio and colleagues found no evidence, however, that Brunner’s gland elements expressed immunoreactive TFF1 protein or mRNA. In any case Brunner’s glands are not essential as gastric metaplasia clearly develops in areas of the intestine that lack them. In these areas Wright and colleagues have provided evidence that gastric metaplasia originates in a novel PAS positive cell line, the so-called ulcer associated cell lineage (UACL) that buds from the base of a regenerating crypt and migrates as an elongating tube through the lamina propria until it reaches and fuses with the surface epithelium.

In the present study we have examined the origin of superficial gastric metaplasia in the duodenum using histochemistry and immunohistochemistry to detect gastric and intestinal
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mucins as well as TFF1, paying particular attention to focal lesions and junctional areas between crypts and Brunner's glands. We present evidence that suggests that transformation of local intestinal goblet cells to a gastric phenotype may be the initial event leading to the appearance of metaplasia.

Methods

We studied biopsies from 18 patients with duodenitis (non-specific (n=3), associated with Helicobacter pylori (n=7), or Crohn’s disease (n=8)) and 10 age matched normal controls (ages 8–18 years), obtained from our histology archives. Biopsies were fixed in 10% formalin, embedded in paraffin, and stained with haematoxylin and eosin and PAS/alcan blue (PAS/AB). Antigen retrieval was achieved by microwaving sections on slides in 0.01 mol/l AB. Antigen retrieval was achieved by microwaving sections on slides in 0.01 mol/l AB. We studied biopsies from 18 patients with duodenitis (non-specific (n=3), associated with Helicobacter pylori (n=7), or Crohn’s disease (n=8)) and 10 age matched normal controls (ages 8–18 years), obtained from our histology archives. Biopsies were fixed in 10% formalin, embedded in paraffin, and stained with haematoxylin and eosin and PAS/alcan blue (PAS/AB). Antigen retrieval was achieved by microwaving sections on slides in 0.01 mol/l AB. Antigen retrieval was achieved by microwaving sections on slides in 0.01 mol/l AB.

Results

Antibodies to the gastric mucin MUC5AC and TFF1 were used to identify cells with a gastric phenotype. MUC5AC was localised to the mucous secreting cells of the upper segment and surface of the glands of the gastric antrum (fig 1A) and was not ordinarily present in the mucous secreting goblet cells of the duodenum (fig 1B). TFF1 was confined to cells that contained MUC5AC in the normal antrum but was present in more superficial cells (fig 1C). Figure 1D shows a goblet cell on a normal duodenal villus with granules that are weakly stained for TFF1. This cell was MUC5AC negative. In general very few goblet cells in the normal duodenum were TFF1 positive.

When gastric metaplasia was localised to segmental areas of duodenal biopsies it was found in superficial areas of the villus. Cells in these areas were strongly MUC5AC positive (fig 1E). TFF1 was expressed in MUC5AC containing cells in metaplastic areas (fig 1F, arrows) but, in the normal antrum, was limited to fewer and more superficial metaplastic cells. Areas of gastric metaplasia contained cells with apical mucous granules that stained an intense red with the PAS/AB stain (fig 1G, arrowhead) in contrast with the bluish purple AB positive staining of neighbouring duodenal goblet cells. In fig 1G, PAS positive staining is also present in metaplastic cells in a tangentially sectioned upper crypt zone (arrow). A serial section of the same biopsy stained for MUC5AC (fig 1H) shows that these PAS positive cells express MUC5AC (arrows). In addition, fig 1H shows that many of the AB positive goblet cells in the surrounding area are positively stained for MUC5AC. Some of these goblet cells also expressed TFF1.

In spite of the positive staining for MUC5AC and TFF1, goblet cells near metaplastic zones were alcan blue positive, suggesting that they must also contain significant amounts of intestinal mucin. To confirm this we studied the distribution of MUC2, the principal intestinal mucin, using an antibody that reacts with mature mucin. Figure 2 compares staining for MUC2 and MUC5AC in antral and duodenal biopsies. There was no evidence of cross-reactivity between these antibodies in the antrum. Anti-MUC2 antibody did not react with antral mucous secreting cells (fig 2A) that, as shown in a serial biopsy section (fig 2B), contain MUC5AC. Figure 2C and 2D are serial sections from a duodenal biopsy containing an area of gastric metaplasia, stained for MUC2 (fig 2C) and MUC5AC (fig 2D). All of the goblet cells stained positively for MUC2 and many also contained MUC5AC. Thus a cohort of goblet cells is seen in the presence of gastric metaplasia that expresses both gastric and intestinal mucins.

In some areas metaplastic cells were also weakly stained by the antibody to the mature MUC2 suggesting that some cells might express both intestinal and gastric markers. Electron microscopy of areas of focal metaplasia also suggests that there is considerable heterogeneity among the cells in these areas.
Figure 1  Immunohistochemical localisation of the gastric mucin MUC5AC and gastric trefoil factor (TFF1) in normal antrum and duodenum (A–D), and duodenum containing focal gastric metaplasia (E, F, and H). (A) MUC5AC, normal antrum; (B) MUC5AC, normal duodenum; (C) TFF1 in the same area of the antral biopsy shown in (A); (D) TFF1, normal duodenum, arrow marks a weakly stained goblet cell; (E, F) serial sections of duodenum containing gastric metaplasia ((E) MUC5AC, (F) TFF1), arrows show positively stained areas; (G, H) serial sections stained by PAS/AB (G) and for MUC5AC (H), arrows point to sites of PAS staining; in (G), all goblet cells were AB positive.

Figure 2  Distribution of intestinal mucin MUC2 and gastric mucin MUC5AC in serial sections of antrum and duodenum. (A) MUC2, normal antrum; (B) MUC5AC, normal antrum; (C, D) duodenum containing focal gastric metaplasia ((C) MUC2; (D) MUC5AC).
with features of both gastric and intestinal mucous secreting cells. Figure 3A shows a number of mucous secreting cells in a metaplastic focus with a characteristic gastric appearance consisting of closely packed, dense, uniform granules, contrasted with a single cell resembling a goblet cell which contains less dense granules of heterogeneous size, with poorly demarcated granular membranes, some of which appear to have fused. In a neighbouring area (fig 3B) two cells are seen that contain both light and dense granules with features typical of both foveolar and goblet cells. In control samples of normal gastric antral mucosa prepared in an identical manner, mucous producing cells showed uniform granules without mixed phenotype (not shown).

The likelihood that gastric metaplastic cells are a mixed phenotype sharing both gastric and intestinal mucin products was strengthened by immunostaining for MUC2 core antigen (fig 4). This antigen is normally demonstrable in the base of intestinal goblet cells in the region of the Golgi apparatus (fig 4A) and does not react with mature mucin in the goblet cell mass. It also does not react with mucin in gastric foveolar cells (fig 4B). As demonstrated in fig 4C, however, MUC2 core antigen was expressed in the granules of metaplastic cells, along with MUC5AC (fig 4D). Thus although metaplastic cells do not elaborate large amounts of mature MUC2 (fig 2C), they produce and transport impressive quantities of the immature MUC2 mucin core into secretory granules.

In the majority of our biopsies we were impressed with the fact that goblet cells with mixed phenotype were more common in the neighbourhood of the metaplastic patches. Similar observations have been made previously with respect to goblet cells that expressed TFF1.18 28 29 The sections shown in fig 5 were chosen as particularly clear examples of this clustering. Panels A, B, and C in fig 5 are serial sections showing the distribution of cells containing MUC5AC (fig 5A), TFF1 (fig 5B), and mature MUC2 (fig 5C). An area of focal gastric metaplasia shows intense staining for MUC5AC (fig 5A, black arrow). TFF1 positive...
cells are present in the more superficial portion of this metaplastic area (fig 4B, black arrow). In the metaplastic area marked by the white arrow, TFF1 was absent. In agreement with the findings of Rio and colleagues, there was no evidence of TFF1 in Brunner’s gland or duct. The area surrounding the patch of gastric metaplasia is notable for the number of MUC5AC containing goblet cells in the vicinity extending well down into the duodenal crypt (fig 5A). This area is strikingly related to junctional areas of Brunner’s gland ducts with crypt bases. In contrast, MUC2 was present in all goblet cells, within and without the MUC5AC positive zone (fig 5C). Figure 5D identifies Paneth’s cells at the crypt base with the human defensin 5 (HD5) marker. Paneth’s cells were conspicuously absent from Brunner’s gland duct-crypt junctions. Figure 5E and F show the crypt-duct junctional zone at higher magnification. MUC5AC containing goblet cells are evident above the junctional zone and one cell of indeterminate nature containing MUC5AC is evident at the junction (fig 5E, arrow). This cell was also MUC2 positive (fig 5F), indicating that it likely represented an immature goblet cell. We never observed MUC5AC positive cells in Brunner’s gland ducts nor did we see non-goblet MUC5AC positive cells that could represent the migrating epithelial precursor described by Liu and Wright. The number of goblet cells containing gastric mucin was generally highest in the superficial mucosa but fig 5E demonstrates that the MUC5AC phenotype can be acquired in the initial cells of the goblet cell lineage. In more severe examples of gastric metaplasia (not shown) involving the total mucosa goblet cells of dual phenotype were not seen and fewer cells in metaplastic areas expressed MUC2 antigen. Intermediate cells expressing both intestinal and gastric markers are therefore a feature of focal gastric metaplasia.
Discussion

Our observations suggest that gastric metaplasia develops by transformation from a pre-existing intestinal goblet cell lineage, initially forming cells that superficially resemble, but are not fully differentiated, gastric mucous secreting foveolar cells. Several lines of evidence support this conclusion. (1) Metaplastic cells in focal patches, unlike gastric foveolar cells, have secretory granules that are heterogeneous in appearance with features that resemble those of intestinal and gastric cells. (2) These granules contain intestinal and gastric mucus. (3) Much of the intestinal mucus in the granules of metaplastic cells reacts with an antibody to core MUC2, an immature form of MUC2 that is usually confined to the Golgi zone of goblet cells. MUC2 core antigen is not present in gastric mucous secreting cells. (4) Focal metaplastic patches are surrounded by goblet cells that synthesise both intestinal and gastric mucins. (5) A small number of goblet cells close to metaplastic foci also express TFF1, a second marker of metaplastic cells. (6) As distance from the metaplastic patch increases, the proportion of goblet cells with a mixed phenotype diminishes. (7) The largest concentration of goblet cells with dual phenotype is seen in early, focal metaplasia and diminishes as metaplasia becomes generalised. (8) Candidate precursor cells exhibiting gastric markers, other than goblet cells, were not identified. Thus the earliest and smallest metaplastic lesions are associated with dual phenotype goblet cells which appear to arise from intestinal goblet cells during their upward migration. As these cells reach the villous tip, areas of metaplasia emerge that contain cells that lose their goblet cell features but retain evidence of dual phenotype. Often one or two goblet cells with mixed phenotype can be distinguished within early metaplastic patches. The dual phenotype goblet cells are the most likely precursors of the metaplastic cells not only because they accumulate in the vicinity but because they are the only cells that are programmed to express the mucins and TFF1 antigens that characterise gastric cells. Interestingly, the zone of metaplastic cells that contains TFF1, a relatively specific gastric antigen, is smaller and more superficial than the zone stained by antimUC5AC, suggesting that even within the metaplastic patches there is a continuing transformation toward a more gastric phenotype. In focal lesions these cells still packaged MUC2 core mucin, however, and therefore retained an intestinal character that was only lost in advanced gastric metaplastic lesions that totally replaced intestinal epithelium. The concept of local transformation of existing cells is attractive for its economy, suggesting that local inflammatory mediators may play a major role in influencing epithelial phenotype. It does not require preprogramming at the stem cell level, although this is possible, and it would account very well for the appearance of superficial islands of metaplasia on villous tips far from the crypt base. Transformation of this nature is not without precedent in mucosal epithelium and is in fact part of the normal evolution of zymogen granule cells from mucous neck cells in gastric glands.10 10 Transition forms between serous and mucous cells, and clara and mucous cells also appear in respiratory epithelium when exposed to irritants11 and are followed by mucous cell hyperplasia.

In contrast, alternative theories16 18 advanced to explain duodenal gastric metaplasia require the emergence of a distinctive gastric foveolar precursor cell at the base of the crypt or in the Brunner's gland duct, followed by a long migratory route to the superficial patch of gastric metaplasia near the villous tip. Candidate precursor cells with PAS positive apical granules were identified in transverse sections of mucosa by Liu and Wright.16 We were unable to show that candidate cells of this nature contained either MUC5AC or TFF1. It is still possible, however, that precursor cells of this nature may not express gastric foveolar antigens until they arrive in a superficial location. This is apparently the case with cells of the UACL that bud from crypts and move toward the mucosal surface in ducts to form surface patches of gastric metaplasia. UACL cells do not express TFF1 until they reach a superficial location.12 Thus we cannot eliminate the possibility that a particular cell lineage could form superficial patches of gastric metaplasia, but the case will depend ultimately on identifying the putative precursors with greater precision. It is also possible that cross sectional sections with reconstruction, as performed by Liu and Wright,16 might reveal a cohort of cells containing gastric markers in deeper sections, although we think this unlikely. Future studies of this nature are clearly important, nevertheless. One alternative can be completely excluded however. Liu and Wright16 felt that it was distinctly possible that so-called gastric metaplasia near the villous tip. Our data show that this cannot be true as Brunner’s gland duct cells contain no MUC5AC. In contrast, our observations that early patches of gastric metaplasia contain cells of rather indeterminate morphology between goblet and foveolar cells and that cells with foveolar morphology in early patches also package an immature form of intestinal MUC2 in their secretory granules, clearly argue that the immediate precursor is an intestinal mucin secreting cell. There is no reason to expect that these characteristics would arise in a unique gastric lineage.

It is important to emphasise that our evidence does not exclude reprogramming during the earliest stage of mucous secreting-cell evolution at the stem cell level. Indeed, when metaplasia is widespread and advanced, affecting almost the entire duodenal mucosa, as it is in severe, chronic inflammatory lesions, almost all of the cells possess the gastric phenotype and very few goblet cells may be seen. In sections with extensive gastric metaplasia, such as those studied by Liu and Wright,16 cells with a gastric phenotype may arise in the crypt and stream upwards as a cohort toward the villus tip. Even in relatively limited areas of the duodenum, MUC5AC may be expressed by a proportion of metaplastic cells. Our data also support the view that it is in severe, chronic inflammatory lesions, that local inflammatory mediators may play a major role in influencing epithelial phenotype. It does not require preprogramming at the stem cell level, although this is possible, and it would account very well for the appearance of superficial islands of metaplasia on villous tips far from the crypt base. Transformation of this nature is not without precedent in mucosal epithelium and is in fact part of the normal evolution of zymogen granule cells from mucous neck cells in gastric glands.10 10 Transition forms between serous and mucous cells, and clara and mucous cells also appear in respiratory epithelium when exposed to irritants11 and are followed by mucous cell hyperplasia.

In contrast, alternative theories16 18 advanced to explain duodenal gastric metaplasia require the emergence of a distinctive gastric foveolar precursor cell at the base of the crypt or in the Brunner's gland duct, followed by a long migratory route to the superficial patch of gastric metaplasia near the villous tip. Candidate precursor cells with PAS positive apical granules were identified in transverse sections of mucosa by Liu and Wright.16 We were unable to show that candidate cells of this nature contained either MUC5AC or TFF1. It is still possible, however, that precursor cells of this nature may not express gastric foveolar antigens until they arrive in a superficial location. This is apparently the case with cells of the UACL that bud from crypts and move toward the mucosal surface in ducts to form surface patches of gastric metaplasia. UACL cells do not express TFF1 until they reach a superficial location.12 Thus we cannot eliminate the possibility that a particular cell lineage could form superficial patches of gastric metaplasia, but the case will depend ultimately on identifying the putative precursors with greater precision. It is also possible that cross sectional sections with reconstruction, as performed by Liu and Wright,16 might reveal a cohort of cells containing gastric markers in deeper sections, although we think this unlikely. Future studies of this nature are clearly important, nevertheless. One alternative can be completely excluded however. Liu and Wright16 felt that it was distinctly possible that so-called gastric metaplasia near the villous tip. Our data show that this cannot be true as Brunner’s gland duct cells contain no MUC5AC. In contrast, our observations that early patches of gastric metaplasia contain cells of rather indeterminate morphology between goblet and foveolar cells and that cells with foveolar morphology in early patches also package an immature form of intestinal MUC2 in their secretory granules, clearly argue that the immediate precursor is an intestinal mucin secreting cell. There is no reason to expect that these characteristics would arise in a unique gastric lineage.

It is important to emphasise that our evidence does not exclude reprogramming during the earliest stage of mucous secreting-cell evolution at the stem cell level. Indeed, when metaplasia is widespread and advanced, affecting almost the entire duodenal mucosa, as it is in severe, chronic inflammatory lesions, almost all of the cells possess the gastric phenotype and very few goblet cells may be seen. In sections with extensive gastric metaplasia, such as those studied by Liu and Wright,16 cells with a gastric phenotype may arise in the crypt and stream upwards as a cohort toward the villus tip. Even in relatively
mild metaplastic lesions the earliest goblet cells in some of the crypts may contain both gastric and intestinal mucins, suggesting that synthesis of gastric products can be induced at the stem cell level. The transformation to cells of a gastric phenotype appears to take place on the villous when lesions are focal however. Reprogramming appears to represent a dynamic process that is controlled at several levels of cellular maturation and is distinct from differentiation dependent lineage development. As inflammation increases the expression of gastric cells, it is quite likely that the process of changing a goblet cell to a foveolar cell phenotype is controlled by extracellular signals.
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